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Rinri Project Newsletter. Phoenix Edition, Volume 4, No. 3
Special Issue: Mystery of the Stone for Beginners
Introduction: Law of Time and Evolutionary Ascent
The soul is cramped by limited identity of outer ego-self - name, family, nation, religion, ideology.
The soul needs to break out of that altogether before 2012. The soul needs to identify with the
fifth dimensional higher self. How can this be brought about? The soul needs a new evolutionary
technology to advance itself. This is the purpose of the Seven Years of the Mystery of the Stone.
The Seven Years of the Mystery of the Stone is the complementary revelation to the Seven Years of
Prophecy. This revelation is part of the Great Telektonon, itself a function of The Law of Time. The
Law of Time has been revealed on this planet for the Closing of the Cycle. Making conscious what
was unconscious, the Law of Time reveals the limitations of the prevailing spiritual and mental
world order, while supplying the remedy. This remedy consists of a new harmonic standard, the
Thirteen Moon/28-day synchronometer and its accompanying New Time Peace Plan, as well as a
reformulation of the human mind, the Cosmic History Chronicles.
The Thirteen Moon New Time synchronometer represents entry into a series or layered sequence
of exercises known as the practices of the synchronic order, including: the Telektonon Game
of Prophecy, Rinri Project, Dynamics of Time, 20 Tablets of the Law of Time, 7:7::7:7 and the
Elder Futhark weekly practices. The purpose of all of these exercises is to reengage the mind
in the perfection of the fourth dimensional harmonic order. The ultimate goal of all of these
is to develop a cadre of Earth Wizards whose understanding and application of an essentially
internal psychotechnology and a new science of time will enable them to eject and/or project
the circumpolar rainbow bridge in 2012. In fact this Newsletter is an integral part of the job of
facilitating this entire transformative process.
We are now at the end of a major four year cycle which occasioned the Phoenix Edition of this
Newsletter. This will be the final issue of the Phoenix Edition. Beginning next year, Blue Crystal
Storm, there will commence the third series of the Rinri Newsletter, the Mystery of the Stone
Edition which will run for seven years, 2004-2011. The last four years have been called both the
Campaign for the New Time and the Harrowing of Hell. While hell on Earth may still be raging on
Blue Crystal Storm, for the true believers in the codes of the synchronic order, this year will initiate
entry into a new order of reality, Middle Time and the Mystery of the Stone, the beginning of the
evolutionary ascent out of hell.
During this last four year cycle, two matters of major importance occurred which must be taken
into consideration: First, the spread and establishment of the calendar change movement as an
irreversible phenomenon - victory of the Campaign for the New Time; and second, the growing
realization of our spiritual inadequacy in the face of the tremendous changes now going on in the
world. We are at a point where we must spiritually evolve - now. More intensely spiritual exercises
are required of us as we enter the final stage of the entire cycle of history - the Road to 2012. We
must become spiritual athletes.
Great spiritual honesty is demanded of us, and more than that, attention to the possibility of
expanding our spiritual horizons in ways we never dreamed. We need to evolve new spiritual organs
of perception. We need permanent identification with our fifth dimensional higher self. This is what
the Mystery of the Stone is all about. Let’s learn! What follows is a dialogue between Soul, who is
every soul - since in the beginning there was only one soul - and Backpack, who is everybody, since
all bodies are made from the same template.
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I. To Evolve, Expand your Soul and Enlarge your Perceptions The Meaning of the Mystery of the Stone
“The majesty of God reveals itself in two ways; one of them which corresponds to the
interior revelation, purely intelligible, which the Sufis call the most-saintly Effusion, consists
in the self-revelation of God manifesting Himself from all eternity to Himself in the form
of archetypes and that which they imply of characters and capacities; the second revelation
is the exterior manifestation, objective, which is called saintly Effusion; it consists in the
manifestation of God by means of the imprint of the same archetypes. The second revelation
is consecutive to the first; it is the theater where the perfections appear, which, according
to the first revelation, are virtually contained in the characters and the capacities of the
archetypes.”
- Lawaih, Chapter XXX

It is a long hot day toward the end of the current cycle on Velatropa 24.3. Nothing seems to be in
order. Many people talking but nothing getting done. Confusion reigns. What to do! Soul says to its
Backpack -Soul’s carrier or psychosensory body -”We’re in a real jam. No matter how hard we try,
its seems we just can’t get to world unity and harmony on Earth!”
“What do we do?” asks Backpack.
“You’ve got to lighten up. Get rid of what you don’t need,” Soul responds. “And then you’ve got
to enlarge me, your soul. Give me a couple of new chakras that get you out of your head and your
body! And awaken the angels of time!”
“But what’s in it for me, besides getting lighter?”
“You get a new sense organ - the holomind perceiver! We need to evolve, Backpack. Expand the
soul and enlarge your perceptions. Then we’ll be evolved into a new being. The old will never have
been, and only the new will be perceivable,” Soul replies.
“OK, I’m not sure I understand it all, but what do I have to lose?” says Backpack. “To lighten
up we’ll throw out a couple of these things. Huh - a microwave oven, how’d I get that? And a
television set. Wow! there goes that cell phone, too. Can I keep my lap top?”
“If you have to,” says Soul, “The point is you have to listen to me from now on. We’re headed for
Middle Time. We’re through with these 12:60 fires - they’ll burn you up. At least in Middle Time we
can get on a harmonic track, 13 moons/28 days, and practice something different...”
“Like what?” Backpack asks in disbelief.
“Like I said, Backpack, giving me two new chakras and awakening an angel of time - inside of you
and outside of you.”
“You really meant that, didn’t you?”
“I sure did. And, I said, to get you out of your head and body. That’s literal, too!”
“OK. I’m willing. These 12:60 fires are torturous, and besides this 12:60 is backwards time, Soul,
there’s no future in it!”
“Now you’re getting the spirit!” Soul laughs at Backpack’s attempt at humor. “Come on, let me
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take you to that gate over there. See where that sign says, This Way to Middle Time! That’s where
we’re going.”
Securing Backpack, now a lot lighter, Soul skip its way toward the Gate of Time. A large stone gate
appears. Inscribed on the great crossbeam above two massive stone pillars are the words ‘”MYSTERY
OF THE STONE - Closing the Cycle - 2012.” Three stones each make up the two pillars, while a single
solitary stone rests at the bottom between the two columns. Above the stone set at the bottom is a
shimmering etheric crystal within which can be seen the radiant letters U and R floating above the
mysterious word, “OMA.”
“Wow! Soul, is that really a gate? It looks like it’s all stone and crystal. How can we pass through
that?”

“Easy, Backpack. We are in the imaginal realm now. That’s where Middle Time exists, in the
imaginal realm. Here we can do things that seem impossible in the Old Time.”
“Sounds good to me, Soul. But what is inscribed on those big blocks of stone?”
“Look closely, Backpack, those are the symbols of the Seven Years Mystery of the Stone. To get
to 2012, you first have to pass through these ... well, they’re not really years. That’s an old time
concept, they’re Rings, Seven Rings of Middle Time.”
“But why Rings? “
“Because one Ring is complete every time this little sphere - V.24.3 - makes one orbit around its
local star, good old Velatropa 24 -Kinich Ahau itself! remember, Backpack, this is Middle Time. In
Middle Time, it’s not years, but Rings - Rings true doesn’t it?”
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Now it is Backpack’s turn to laugh at Soul’s effort at making a joke. “OK, so it’s the Seven Rings of
Middle Time. I like it. It seems like now we are in a fairy tale.” Backpack gets closer to the Gate
of Time, scrutinizing each of the stones. “ I see. Here’s the year - I mean the Ring dates, and I
recognize the seals of the seven plasmas, and on the left are the codes of the years - I mean Rings ,
while on the right it looks like the codes of the Seven Generations ... it’s neat how the tones of the
Rings and the Seven Generations match and how in the seventh stone, its the Overtone Moon and
the Overtone Sun... But what are these Big letters E X C ... Oh, I see it seems to spell EXCALIBUR,
is that right, Soul?”
“You are quite perceptive Backpack. Yes, Excalibur. That’s all a part of the Mystery of the Stone.
Remember - that sword was stuck in the stone and the young king had to pull it out? Well, maybe
the sword is the soul, and the stone is the body or maybe the world of matter where it’s been stuck
for a long time ... and now ... You see where I’m going with this, Backpack?”
“I sure do, soul. This is really getting intriguing. Let’s see how we pass through this Gate now.”
“Hold on tight Backpack and think: There’s more space in a molecule than substance - by far. That
means you’re more space than substance, too, Backpack. Me, I’m already nothing but space, so
dissolve into that space between the atoms and ... here we gooo!”
Suddenly they are on the other side of the massive Gate. Everything looks familiar, but unfamiliar at
the same time. Another gate looms in front of them. A big sign to the side of the road says “Welcome to
Middle Time”
“We’re in Middle Time now, aren’t we Soul?
“That’s correct Backpack, Middle Time. It’s not the Old Time any more, but we’re not yet totally
in the new, the full-on 13:20. This is Middle Time. This is the place the soul takes it’s journey of
purification, perfection - and enlargement. Now that I’ve got you here, you really can’t go back. So
you’ll have to listen to what I tell you and do what I say, OK Backpack?”
“Sure. That’s easy enough. I don’t want to go back there. But tell me one thing. Everything looks
familiar . But why does the air feel so -- different?”
“Psychic atoms, Backpack. Oh, they exist on the other side, there in the 12:60. But you can’t feel them
there. The belief system won’t allow you to interpret your experience of them, or in some cases, to even
register them.”
“Wow! That’s interesting. I think I understand what you mean. That’s why sometimes you are with
a group of people and you can feel a “charged” atmosphere.”
“Absolutely correct, Backpack. You see, every thought has a charge - either positive or negative
and very often in mixed clusters of positive and negative. But 12;60 is a materialist belief system.
So the idea of psychic atoms or charges filling the atmosphere is considered, well, so far fetched
as to not even be considered a factor in the daily terror program. But what happens then is that
the psychic charges go underground. They create great reservoirs of repressed unconscious energy.
And that is what gets expressed in all sorts of terrible ways - violence, drug addiction, sex abuse,
and worst of all, war and terrorism. That’s why the 12:60 world is “on fire.” The unconscious
reservoirs of psychic atoms get built up over history ‘til the atmosphere can’t take it anymore and
- it explodes!”
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“Well, I’m sure glad we’re in Middle Time then, because I can feel the psychic charges here. It’s
almost like a kind of tickle.
“That’s right Backpack. When you allow psychic charges to reenter your belief system, then you open
yourself up to a vast multidimensional universe! And because the universe is multidimensional, so are
you, Backpack. Well, as long as you’re connected to your soul you are. I’m your fourth dimensional
guide, and you’re my third dimensional backpack. But we need each other to make this journey. And
there is still another one ...”
“Another one - you mean another myself?”
“Yes. There is your fifth dimensional higher self. That’s why we’re making this journey. During the
12:60 captivity of time, we lost direct contact with the Higher Self. Now we’re here to reestablish
that contact. When we’ve stabilized it, then you’ll see.”
“See what, soul?
“A different world. A New Heaven and a New Earth. Second Creation, you know.”
‘I’m liking it here in Middle Time more and more, Soul. I see why it’s so important that we got out
of the Old Time.”
“Exactly. Look over there Backpack, just before we get to that next gate.”
“It looks like a window. And there’s a book on the ledge. What is that book?”
Go see for yourself, Backpack.”
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Backpack goes to the strange stone framed window ledge. On the cross beam are the seven radial
plasma seals. The window opens up to a view of a beautiful tropical beach and jungle with a vast
ocean and distant mountains. “Why, It’s the Book of the Seven Generations - Mystery of the Stone.”
“Open it up. What does it say, Backpack?”
“It says,
Book of the Seven Generations
Closing the Cycle
On the Road to 2012
Seven Years Mystery of the Stone
Redemption of the Seven years of prophecy
TELEKTONON Cube of the Law
Special Second Creation Practice, 2004-2011
“That’s really something, isn’t it Soul?”
“Yes, indeed! It looks like we might find the recipes we are looking for.”
“Do you think we can take this with us? It’s pretty big but since I emptied myself of the microwave
and the TV, I’ve got lot’s of room in myself. It might be really useful in our journey, Soul.”
“Well, I guess so. Who else is here but us anyway. But if we meet anybody else we’ll have to share
the information we find, OK Backpack?”
“I promise. But let’s go to that other Gate. We can go through this one without having to be magical.
Look. There’s that word again on the gate, Soul. See where it says, 2012-2013 OMA? I wonder what
that means. And look, above the gate is the yellow Dali plasma seal. This must the Blue Crystal Storm
Gate ...”
MYSTERY OF THE STONE
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As they pass through the Gate a strong wind comes blowing through. In the sky fierce clouds send
forth claps of thunder and lightning. Backpack cowers a little and shivers.
“It’s just the Blue Crystal Storm, Backpack. Nothing to be afraid of. But look over there towards
those mountains what does that say? Written in the grass, it looks like ... ”
“It says ‘You have entered the Realm of the Bolon Tiku.’ The Bolon Tiku, Soul?”
“That explains why that Book was there for us. Let’s open it up and see what it says about the
Bolon Tiku. Remember what I said about our disconnected fifth dimensional higher self? I think this
is what we are looking for.”
Backpack dutifully unloads the book from himself. They both sit down on the grass and start
thumbing through the pages of the book.
“Stop, Backpack! Here it is. This is what we are looking for.”
“What’s that Soul?”
“Well, ultimately the recipe to enlarge me, your soul, and expand your senses. Remember. You’re
going to get a new sense organ out of this - the holomind perceiver.”
The Book of the Seven Generations is now opened to a page which reads:

Nine and Thirteen: A Brief History of the Bolon Tiku –
Origins of the Seven Lords of the Ring
Commentary on the original texts by Vela Tropan, the Synchronist
According to the 20 Tablets of the Law of Time-Sixteen Year Cube of the Law, the cycle of nine
years beginning with the Blue Crystal Storm, 2004-05, through the Blue Resonant Storm, 201213, are the nine years of the Bolon Tiku. Who are the Bolon Tiku?
According to the Telektonon Glossary , the “Bolon Tiku are the Invocation of the power of
nine, the Nine Lords of Time and Destiny who govern the power of time in the unconscious.”
(Bolon = nine; tiku = lords, gods or transcendent beings)
Telektonon, Card 27 The Summoning of the Unconscious power of Nine: “Bolon Ik receives
the power of the 9 Lords of Destiny and Time, Bolon Tiku, the Summoning power of 9 in the
unconscious. From here she sends Pacal Votan the telecosmic number power of 9 to initiate
his Earth Walk ...”
Being of the unconscious, the Bolon Tiku are also associated with the Night of Time: The nine
watches of the night as well as the nine stages of the unconscious. Becoming conscious, the
Nine Lords are the guardians of the Whole of the Night of Time. Because of this, the Bolon
Tiku are designated as Lords of Time and Destiny. Just as the unconscious gestates all manner
of things, so the threads of destiny are woven in the unconscious. Bolon Ik is the “White Solar
Wind,” spirit breath of Kinich Ahau, intended to transmit the messages of the Bolon Tiku from
the Great Unconscious into the primordial unconscious of Pacal Votan, the sage and prophet of
the nine and the thirteen, who thence makes the messages conscious as prophecy.
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2. From the Books of Chilam Balam (The Jaguar Priests). “The Interrogation of the Chiefs”
(Chapter 9, Roys edition, p. 94.)
“This is the language of the Zuyuya (Zuvuya),” begins the prophecy. This is the language that
speaks from the unconscious in metaphors and allusion. Thus, we find a passage in this dreamlike
tale of divine interrogation, “My son, you are now a head-chief. You are a ruler also. Go get
me the green beads with which you pray.” These are the green beads which are demanded of
him: It is a bead of precious stone. Then he shall be asked how many days he prays. “Father,” he
says,” For one day I pray and for ten days I pray.” On what day does your prayer arise? “Father,
on the 9th day and on the 13th day. It is to Bolon Tiku and Oxlahun Tiku that I count my beads
...”
The “son” in this narrative is Pacal Votan, who is a “head-chief (sage), and also a ruler”.’
the “Father’ is the Supreme One, Hunab Ku, who wishes to test Pacal’s devotion and wisdom.
Hence the prayer beads are called for, but really only one matters, the “precious stone,”
for that is all that is required by wisdom. Pacal prays for one day and ten days: One day for
wisdom, 10 days to manifest devotion, 11 days in all, for Pacal was the 11th in the Earthly
dynasty of Palenque. Eleven is the sign of liberation and release.
The prayer arising on the 9th and 13th days demonstrates Pacal’s knowledge of the positions
(solar and cosmic) in the wavespell of time during which to contact the supreme fifth force
of the fifth dimension, the realm of the Bolon Tiku and the Oxlahun Tiku, the 9 Lords and
the 13 Lords. The Bolon Tiku, the Nine Lords of Time in the unconscious, are the Lords of
the descending levels of the underworld, while the Oxlahun Tiku are the thirteen lords of
transcendent time, “the placenta in the sky shaped in 13 layers.” Thus did Pacal see to it that
his tomb dedication at long count marker 9.13.0.0.0 was the sign to the Galactic Watchers of
the attainment of the Galactic Mayan mission on Earth.
3. Bolon Tiku in the Creation of the World
(Chapter 10, Roys edition, Chilam Balam Prophecies).
In the Chilam Balam “the Creation of the World,” the Bolon Tiku are cast into a light of
a struggle for power, of contentiousness and conflict. Here, as the powers governing the
unconscious, they give rise to the dynamic of history as the account of the Fall:
“This was after the creation of the world had been completed, but they did not know it was
about to occur. Then Oxlahun Tiku was seized by Bolon Tiku. Then it was that fire descended,
then the rope descended, then the rocks and trees. Then came the beating of things with
rocks and stones. ... (Roys p. 99)
This is how history begins, this is the cosmic origin of history. The force of the cosmic
unconscious - Bolon Tiku - surges forward and seizes the cosmic conscious - Oxlahun Tiku - and
chaos ensues. From within Eternity, Cosmic Time, this event occurs. Hence, the Interval of
Lost Time in Eternity, the power of the number 7. So are generated the first seven of the nine
Bolon Tiku, the Seven Lords of the Ring.
When it comes to the creation of the manifest universe outside of Eternity, it says, “Then they
perceived that the world was being created. Then Creation dawned upon the world, During
the Creation 13 infinite series added to 7 was the count of the Creation of the World. Then a
New World dawned for them ...” (Roys, p. 102)
The act of the seizure of Oxlahun Tiku by Bolon Tiku establishes the descent of spirit as the
involution of the soul through matter, and consequently of evolution, the process of spirit
leaving matter, or rather, of transforming matter into spirit.
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After the seizure, first descends the fire - the fire of the fiery universe of stars, the furnaces
of creation. Without fire there would not be the culture of the historical human. Then comes
the rope. The rope is the ladder of descent and ascent of the soul in its stages of involution
(unconscious) and evolution (conscious). The rope is also the sign of the culture of the
historical human entering a stage of civilization and technical prowess. The rocks and the
trees refer to the primordial creation of first the inorganic world, and then the organic, the
primary and the secondary manifestations of creation. Then arising from suggestions in the
unconscious - the beating of things with rocks and stones - comes full blown civilization which
advances from the later stone ages on up, as the beating of the rocks and stones makes both
civilizing tools and destructive weapons of war.
The unconscious suggestion becoming destructive is a reflection of an inner process that has
already become corrupted - sin and the consequences of the Fall. Thus, in the discussion of
the Creation of the World of Flowers, it says, “... Then it was that the flower sprang up, wide
open to introduce the sin of Bolon Tiku ... Then descended Ppizlimte (pleasure principle) to
take the flower; he took the figure of a hummingbird with green plumage on its breast, when
he descended. Then he sucked the honey from the flower of nine petals. Then the five-petaled
flower took him for her husband. Thereupon the heart of the flower came forth and set
itself in motion. Fourfold was the plate of the flower. An Ah kin (Solar Lord) Xol Biltun (god or
principle of song and pleasure) was set at its center. At this time the Oxlahun Tiku came forth,
but did not know of the descent of sin on the mat ...” Sitting on the mat the Oxlahun Tiku
experiences for the first time the vices of envy, greed, etc. (Roys, p. 99)
This is the descent of sin, abuse of the pleasure principle through the unconscious, reaching
the mat (= throne) - place of rulership of the higher consciousness. Thus the entire world
becomes corrupted. This is the ultimate consequence of the fall, the seizure of the 13 by
the 9. Together these two numbers equal 22, the kin number of White Solar Wind, the spirit
breath of Kinich Ahau which reaches to heaven - Uranus - where, personified as Bolon Ik, the
spirit breath of Kinich Ahau comes to reside.
In the meantime, following the Dawn of the New World, the flaw of the break in Eternity must
manifest another Fall. “The 2-day throne was declared, the 3-day throne. Then began the
weeping of the Oxlahun Tiku. They wept in this reign. The reign became Red; the mat became
Red; the first tree of the world was rooted fast ... but it was not at the time of this reign that
Bolon Tiku wept. Then came the counting of the mat in its order. Red was the mat on which
Bolon Tiku sat. His buttock is sharply rounded, as he sits on his mat. Then descended greed
from the heart of the sky, greed for power, greed for rule ...” (Roys, 102)
It is not the Bolon Tiku who is greedy but that as the ruler of the Archetypal Unconscious,
Bolon Tiku emanates a power which, in the unconscious of manifest beings after the Fall,
begets a greed for power and rulership, descending from the heart of sky, from the planet
Maldek, and beyond - Jupiter and Saturn. This is why the Oxlahun Tiku wept during this
reign,the reign of history. This is the root of Babylonian politics, the deadly game of history.
The Red is both of primal Maldek, and of the East, sunrise, knowledge, initiation. The mat
symbolizes power and rulership. The two-day throne is Red Lunar Serpent, the three day
throne, Red Electric Serpent.
As a consequence of the Fall from grace and the flaw of power, in the Books of the Chilam
Balam, the Bolon Tiku are finally characterized as the unconscious “Face of the Ruler of Men.”
This is at the end of history “when the final judgment shall end the power of those two-faced
toward their Lord.” The message is simple: As long as we are living more in the unconscious - the
face of the Ruler of men - then the conscious, we are living in the Underworld and will make
our own world a living hell - the hell of human history at the end of artificial time.
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4. In the psychomythic accounting of the Bolon Tiku in the Telektonon and the Books of the
Chilam Balam, either as a single Ruler sitting on the mat of the lowest or ninth realm of the
Underworld (The Nine Hells) or as Nine Lords of Destiny - the Bolon Tiku bring about the
original Fall in the Primordial Cosmos before Time. In so doing they become coextensive
with the dynamic motivation of the Universal or Cosmic Unconscious to manifest the world as
an evolutionary spectrum of sin, tool-making, and history - inclusive of the greed for power
and rulership, lust, and the abuse of pleasure. It is not the Bolon Tiku, but the ignorant
interpretations of the impulses coming from the Unconscious, the Bolon Tiku, that inscribe the
unfurled scroll of history and material evolution. But where there is sin, there redemption is
possible.
Seeing the effects of the ignorant interpretations of the manifestations of the Unconscious,
the original Seven Lords of the Ring determined at the beginning of the current 13 baktun
cycle to transpose their fifth dimensional form bodies into seven consecutive rings -orbits of
V24.3 around the sun - to be completed just two rings before the closing of the cycle in 2012.
In this way they bear the unconscious imprint of all of history up to AD 2004 ( = 24, number
of star, Velatropa 24). By allowing themselves to be imprinted by the 13 baktuns aroused in
seven cycles of 13 moons, they could then be attuned and released according to the primal
power of the 13 infinite series added to 7 . This is the power of the Oxlahun Tiku, moved by
the power of the Seven Lords of the Ring. Hence could occur redemption from the terror of
history. The 7 is the lost interval of time, the 13, cosmic time itself.
From BC 3113 to 2004 = 5117 years, divided by seven also means each of the seven Lords of
the Ring has an equal rulership in consecutive cycles of exactly 731 years each (7 x 731 = 5117,
number of years from BC 3113 to 2004). The primal power of the infinite series of 13 has
implicit in it the 7, which added to the 13 = 20. This means that the power of the 13:20 is fully
potential in the etheric Ring Bodies of the first Seven Lords of Time and Destiny. The other two
Bolon Tiku remained as they had been from the beginning - free galactic agents beyond the
Power of 7, hence the Nine Bolon Tiku, the Nine Lords of Time - and Destiny.
5. The Nine Lords in the Tomb of Pacal Votan and the 2012 prophecy, Mystery of the Stone.
The Most significant place the Bolon Tiku show up in Maya prophecy and art is in the tomb
of Pacal Votan, sage seer of the nine and the thirteen. Here, within the crypt, on the walls
surrounding the sarcophagus are the exquisitely sensitive renderings of the Nine Lords of
Time and Destiny. In their manifestation of power and dignity, more than just the Rulers of
the Underworld, the Nine Lords await their resurrection in time. “Tamed” by Pacal, the Nine
Lords of Time and Destiny are empowered to prophetically be awakened by virtue of the Long
Count date 9.13.0.0.0 - the only point in the cycle this date would occur, AD 692 - 1260 years
to 1952, the opening of the tomb and 1320 years to 2012, the closing of the cycle. Only during
the seven rings - 2004-2011- can the Lords of the Ring be awakened.
By Pacal’s 9.13.0.0.0 decree, the power of the Oxlahun Tiku was to be transduced into the
thirteen heaven cycles of 52 years each, AD 843-1519, and likewise the Bolon Tiku into the
nine hell cycles, 1519-1987. From 1987 to 2012 is the time of prophecy. This is the time
of the reawakening of the power of the 13 and 7 or 13:20, and the coming of the 13 Moon
Dreamspell, the Law of Time, the Telektonon and finally, the culminating prophecy of them
all, the Mystery of the Stone and the Seven Rings of Middle Time, the redemptive arousing of
the Bolon Tiku, beginning with the Seven Lords of the Ring!
So ends the History of the Bolon Tiku. Ponder it well, O reader. There is a message in it for
you who live in the time of prophecy, the Closing of the Cycle.
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At this point, Backpack takes a deep pause from reading. “This is intense material, Soul. I never
read anything like this before. Is this all true? It seems like a fairy tale, or something like that.”
“Listen, Backpack, in the Imaginal realm, many things are true which in the phenomenal realm
might seem like just a fairy tale. All of this world that we’re escaping from, the 12:60 hell-realm,
that all had to have some kind of ultimate beginning somewhere, right?’
You’ve got a point there, Soul.”
“Well whatever that was, wherever and whenever it happened, is so beyond what we know now, that
it can only be grasped by the imagination. We have to exercise our imaginal faculty to even begin to
fathom it.”
“What do you mean by our imaginal faculty, Soul?”
“Our imaginal faculty is based on our ability to use analogical reasoning, thinking by analogies,
metaphors, similes, allegorical fancy - the stuff of poetry, but used to arrive at truths that might
otherwise be shut out to us. Do you understand, Backpack?’
“I think so. But it also seems like everything is reduced to just a few numbers, too, like the 9 and
the 13, and the 7 and the 20; even the 4 and the 5. What is that about?”
“You see, Backpack, these numbers represent an even higher form of imaginal thinking. The
numbers become like actors with certain powers.”
“So these Bolon Tiku, are they ultimately just numbers?”
“In some way, yes. They represent the number 9, which this reading tells us is the summoning
power of the Unconscious. Now this unconscious isn’t just what’s hidden in your head, Backpack,
but it is like the great cosmic womb that holds everything that hasn’t become conscious yet.”
“So when we awaken them - or awaken the first seven of them, the Seven Lords of the Ring - then
we are bringing something out of the unconscious into the conscious.”
“That’s right, Backpack.”
“That sounds really exciting, Soul. There must be a recipe or prescription for waking up the Seven
lords. Let’s go look at this Book again.” Backpack thumbs through the immense tome, then stops.
“Here, look at this, Soul. Maybe we’ll get some information here.”

To Awaken a Lord of the Ring You Must Pass through Middle Time
1. To Get to 2012 you Have to Pass through Middle Time. Middle Time is a consciousness potential
triggered by the Great Calendar Change of 2004 (12 Storm). Middle Time has a diameter of
7 Rings, the 7 Rings of Middle Time, the Key to Eternity’s Lost Interval. This date, 12 Storm,
inaugurates the “Road to 2012,” the conscious phase of the Solar thought form, “Time Shift.”
This moment occurs 48 days after the Venus Transit of 2004. Between the two Venus Transits in
2004 and 2012 is the interval known as the Harmonic Conversion.
The Calendar Change represents the great 13:20 frequency shift among a critical mass of
V.24.3 (Earth). This shift allows the opening of the rusted gates of Earth’s imaginal realm
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and the entrance to Middle Time, time beyond the clock, the interval between the end of
backwards 12:60 time and full entry into 13:20 Inner Time.
2. The Seven Ring Adventure through the Imaginal Realm of Middle Time is a Spiritual Journey
called Mystery of the Stone. If you are reading this, it can only mean that you decided to
kick the habit of living in the fires of 12:60 hell. Now you are naked, alone with your Soul
and nobody else. That’s because 2012 is a spiritual event, and you have to get ready for that.
Seven Rings the other side of the gates of 12:60 hell, God willing, you will come upon the
Gates of Paradise, 13:20 time, Thirteen Moons/28 days. So when you wake up on the other
side of the 12 Storm Gate of Time you will find yourself in a strange new land called Middle
Time. Once you’re in, there is no choice. Your frequency has changed, the spiritual adventure
has already begun, the seven year journey, Mystery of the Stone.
3. It Takes Seven Years - Seven Rings - to Cross this Land and Reach the Ocean of Cosmic
Consciousness. The First Ring is the outermost, the Seventh the innermost of the Seven
Rings of Middle Time. Beyond that there is nothing but the Ocean of Cosmic Consciousness,
spreading as deeply inward as space goes outward, and in the middle of which is the Island
of Inner Time. Each Ring is a calibration of the harmonic standard of time, 13 Moons. Each
moon is the fractal equivalent of one baktun, and one major articulation of the etheric Body
of a Lord of the Ring. One year/ring to awaken one Lord of the Rings of Time, Seven Years
to awaken Seven Lords of the Ring. Within this landscape of Middle Time lies the secret of
the Mystery of the Stone. Each Lord has a name, is 13 baktuns long and can be awakened in
Thirteen Moons - if you know the formula!
Now that you have been introduced to Middle Time, you are ready for the first of the Nine
Tablets of the Rings of Middle Time, where you may learn how to awaken a Bolon Tiku-Lord of
the Ring. But before you begin, take note of this Traveler’s Advisory if you want to make use
of these Tablets:
1. You cannot enter Middle Time unless you are following the Thirteen Moon 28-Day Standard.
The 13 Moon/28-day harmonic standard is perfectly and perpetually calibrated to the
Dreamspell codes of the synchronic order of fourth dimensional time. Middle Time is a sub set
of fourth dimensional Time. The Synchronic order is the nervous system of Middle Time. On
the circuits of the Synchronic order you can gain mastery of navigating Middle Time.
2. The Daily Fifth Force Oracle is what unlocks the Synchronic order for you. Every day on the
Thirteen Moon/28 day Harmonic Standard is coded by a Galactic Signature - one of 20 seals
and 13 tones in combination. The seal of each signature is the centerpiece of a Fifth Force
Oracle. The Fifth Force is the synchronizing power of Time itself with its four accessory
powers of: supporting, guiding, challenging, and of revealing the concealed. Knowing how to
construct the daily Oracle and from that, matching any or all of its five kin with the Oracle
of one of the Tablets of the Rings of Time is at the heart of knowing how to make the journey
through Middle Time . No, you don’t’ have to drive any vehicle to get around Middle Time.
Just knowing how to practice and read the Ring Oracles will get you around.
Once again Backpack gets up from his reading. Reflectively he asks Soul, “This journey we are on,
it’s definitive isn’t it?”
“What do you mean by definitive, Backpack?”
“Well it seems we really have burnt all of our bridges, historically, anyway. We’ve tried everything
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- religion, monarchy, communism, socialism, democracy, capitalism, self-help, consumerism, get rich
quick, you name it. But none of it has worked. We have no place else to go but Middle Time. And it
looks like once we are in Middle Time we have nothing to do but purify and perfect our soul, so we
can evolve to the next level.”
“Most certainly, Backpack. You’re not having any doubts are you?”
“No. I’m not having any doubts, Soul. It ‘s just like it seems so immense. And it really does mean
saying goodbye to everything, to everything that doesn’t work, right, Soul?”
“Listen, Backpack. It’s like you said, we’ve tried everything, but none of it has worked. So here we
are in Middle Time. You’ve got that Thirteen Moon/28-day harmonic standard, and your intention
to hook up with your fifth dimensional higher self. That’s all you need for this journey. Remember
that’s where we began. The reason none of it has worked, in history anyway, is that we lost our
connection to our higher self - and to the animating source of that higher self, God. Now it’s
journey’s end, 2012 on the horizon. A lot of people have unconscious fantasies that there will be a
comet or a wildly erratic planet coming to destroy the Earth, or that there will be a pole shift or
a Big Final War. That’s all irrelevant, because you’ve still got me, your soul to live with - or to die
with.”
“Yeah, wow! sure, Soul ...”
“The point is when you die, Backpack, you want me to be in good shape, don’t you? Because when
you’ve come apart at the seams, I’ll be carrying on with what you left me. And I think you want to
have a good soul legacy, don’t you Backpack?”
Backpack pauses in deep concentration. “You’re right, Soul. You can’t take anything with you when
you go except the effects of your actions. Isn’t that what the great teachers teach?”
“But of course, Backpack.”
“Then it seems like this being in Middle Time is the best opportunity we ever had. It really is time
to enlarge you, Soul, and to expand my sense perceptions. Develop that ... holomind perceiver, you
called it.”
“You bet. I think those fifth dimensional Lords of the Ring are eager to wake up. it takes a year, you
know, one ring, for each one, so we’d better find those recipes and act now.
“Right, Soul. It’s a matter of fulfilling prophecy, so let’s do it!”
They return to the book, thumb its large yellowed pages, until they come upon a section filled with
diagrams. “Look, Soul. I think his is what we’re looking for!”

Recipe for Awakening the Lords of the Ring. Part I: Operating Structure
A Bolon Tiku - Lord of the Ring - is a fifth dimensional entity. For purpose of the salvation of
lesser planets, a fifth dimensional may take on anthropomorphic qualities - head, arms and
legs and an internal operating structure consisting of chakras and subtle nervous system. In
this way the fifth dimensional entity conforms to your own self-perception as a human who is
evolving into a fully spiritual being.
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The internal Operating Structure of a Bolon Tiku consists of nine chakras and six coordinating
chakra wings. This is important to understand so you can read and use the Annual Oracle
Tablet. (See below)
The Bolon Tiku operates with three principle chakras, crown, heart and root. Each of
these principle chakras is the center of a fifth force oracle. Every Fifth Force Oracle is a
compression of the internal operating circuits of the Bolon Tiku. Since the vertical axis is
the conduit of time it establishes the nine chakra axis as the receiving-transmission system
of higher knowledge and information. For this reason each of the three principle chakras has
two auxiliary chakras, a guide and an occult or hidden power. Thus is the nine chakra system
constructed.

Master Oracle Guide
Internal Operating Structure of Bolon Tiku
Arouse-Initiate
Crown of Crown
Initiating Ruler

Crown Challenge
Wings
Orbital
Oracle

Affirm-Outcome

Noosphere
Chakra
Crown of
Crown
Guide
Year-Bearer

Crown
Chakra
YearBearer

9

Throat
Chakra
Heart
Guide
Heart

Heart Challenge Chakra
Wings
Book of
Heart
Seven
Oracle
Generations

Svadishtana
Secret
Center
Root Guide
Root Challenge Muladhara
Root Chakra
Wings
Root Heart
Ring
Day Out of
Oracle
Time
Root of
Root Chakra
Octahedral
Core
DOOT

8

7

Third-Eye
Root
Occult

6

Throat
Chakra
Heart
Guide

Challenge

5

Heart
Chakra
Book of
Seven
Generations

4

Manipura
Solar Plexus
Chakra
Heart Occult

3

Svadishtana
Secret
Center
Crown Guide

2

Challenge Muladhara
Root Chakra
Crown Heart
Year-bearer

1

Root of
Root Chakra
Octahedral
Core
Year-Bearer

Support

Manipura
Solar Plexus
Chakra
Heart Occult

Noosphere
Chakra
Crown of
Crown
Guide
DOOT

Crown
Chakra
Day Out
of Time

Support

Third-Eye
Crown
Occult

Crown of Root
Outcome Ruler

Challenge

Support

Support

Support

Support

Chakra Number Sequence

To not lose the connection with (horizontal) space, each of the principle chakras has two
lateral coordinating wings - a support (analog) wing and a challenge (antipode) wing. The
support wing is always the other seal of the same planet as the principle chakra. Every planet
has both a Galactic Karmic (GK) and solar prophetic (SP) seal. The challenge wing is always
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the opposite color and of the same Earth Family, or 10 seals apart. (Study: Earth Families in
Dreamspell or 13 Moon Harmonic Standard)
The two wings of the Crown chakra stabilize reception and transmission of the crown. The two
wings of the Heart chakra stabilize transduction of information at the heart. The two wings of
the Root Chakra stabilize information reception, generation and transmission at the root.
Each principle chakra with its two auxiliary chakras and its two wings (bilateral alternators)
constitutes a fifth force oracle in itself. A fifth force oracle is the most fundamental
configuration possible of the primal cube matrix of evolutionary becoming.
CONSTRUCTING THE DAILY FIFTH FORCE ORACLE
If you do not yet know how to do this
essential practice here are the keys
The Fifth Force codes the flow of each day
as well as shows the Way: Four watches, one
Noospheric Earth Time (NET) Minute each day!
First Watch,
Analog (Support) Power
Midnight to Sunrise
Second Watch,
Guide Power
Sunrise to Noon
Third Watch,
Antipode (Challenge) Power
Noon to Sunset
Fourth Watch,
Occult (Hidden) Power
Sunset to Midnight

GUIDE KIN is always same color
as Destiny kin. To find Guide,
if destiny kin is guided by the
following tones:
1, 6, 11 = same solar seal as destiny kin
2, 7, 12 = 12 seals forward
(or 8 seals back) from destiny seal
3, 8, 13 = four seals ahead of destiny seal
4, 9 = four seals back from destiny seal
5, 10 = eight seals ahead of destiny seal
Hence 12 Storm guide = 12 Monkey
Monkey code 11 = 12 seals forward or
8 back from Storm, code kin 19

ANTIPODE/CHALLENGE KIN =

ANALOG KIN

130 kin apart from
destiny kin,
always antipode color,
same tone and member
of same Earth family.
Storm = Gateway Earth
Family, hence Antipode =
Red Crystal Moon,
kin 129 (antipode kin
always 10 code kin apart:
Storm 19, Moon 9)

Support Seal always =
19 minus Destiny Kin
code number.
In this case destiny Kin = 19,
so to find the Analog:
19 - 19 = 0 = Sun
Perfect Analog = 12 Sun
Analog + Destiny = 19,
Always Represent Same
planet: Storm = SP Pluto,
Sun GK Pluto

Numbers of
Galactic Tones
1 = Magnetic
2 = Lunar
3 = Electric
4 = Self-Existing
5 = Overtone
6 = Rhythmic
7 = Resonant
8 = Galactic
9 = Solar
10 = Planetary
11 = Spectral
12 = Crystal
13 = Cosmic

DESTINY KIN:
Example:
Blue Crystal Storm
Kin Number 259
Storm Kin Code = 19
Crystal Tone = 12

OCCULT KIN

Destiny Kin Code number +
Occult Kin Code number
always = 21.
Storm (19) + Wind (2) = 21
Tonal sums always = 14
Crystal Tone 12 +
Lunar Tone 2 = 14
Occult Kin = 2 Wind
(Kin numbers of occults
always = 261
Ex: 12 Storm, Kin 259, +
2 Wind, Kin 2 = 261)

Color Relations:
Analog:
Red and White
Blue and Yellow
Antipode:
Blue and Red
White and Yellow
Occult:
Red and Yellow
Blue and White
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Kin Code Numbers of
Solar Seals
1 = Red Dragon
2 = White Wind
3 = Blue Night
4 = Yellow Seed
5 = Red Serpent
6 = White Worldbridger
7 = Blue Hand
8 = Yellow Star
9 = Red Moon
10 = White Dog
11 = Blue Monkey
12 = Yellow Human
13 = Red Skywalker
14 = White Wizard
15 = Blue Eagle
16 = Yellow Warrior
17 = Red Earth
18 = White Mirror
19 = Blue Storm
0/(20) = Yellow Sun
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Two new chakras:
AROUSE

AFFIRM

Crown
of
Root

Crown
of
Crown

Noosphere
7.15

Heart
Sahasrara
of
Crown

Constituting
Crown Ruler
of Oracle

Sahasrara

Ring Completes Orbit

Agyan

Crown Arouse
Root Affirm

Crown
Visuddha
of
Heart

Visuddha

Book of Seven
Generations - Constant

Heart
of
Heart

Anahata

Anahata

Heart of Heart - Constant

Root
of
Heart

Manipura

Manipura

Key to the
Living Prophecy

Crown
Svadhistana
of
Root

Svadhistana

Root Arouse
Crown Affirm

Muladhara

Orbit Realizes Ring

Heart
of
Root
Root
of
Root

Agyan

Muladhara

7.15

Root
of
Crown

Root
of
Crown

Crystal Core

Constituting
Root Ruler
of Oracle

9 C HAKRA T RIP S WITCH
As spiritual emissaries or archetypes from the higher dimensions, the Bolon Tiku have nine
chakras. For you humans that is two new chakras. By identifying completely with the internal
structure of the Bolon Tiku, you will acquire these chakras as well, and hence advance to your
next stage of spiritual evolution.
The crown of crown chakra is the Earth noosphere. If we think that is too vast for a chakra,
have some perspective. For a Lord of the Ring whose body is 13 baktuns in length, the
noosphere of a small planet is sufficient for a crown of crown chakra. Similarly, a planetary
core is sufficient for the root of root chakra.
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Having his first (root of root) and ninth (crown of crown) chakras as the planetary centers of
cosmic information transmission-reception (noosphere), and reception-transmission(Earth
core) the Bolon Tiku is able to extend its intelligence circuits through the sun’s intelligence
dynamic. This encompasses the entire orbital system governed by the sun, which is known as
the Interplanetary Solar Noosphere. All of this makes a Bolon Tiku a worthy guardian of the
Earth - as well as a living fifth dimensional extension of your own internal operating system.
Study the Nine Oracle Trip Switch graphic. See how there are three sets of three chakras
each. It is called a trip switch because at the annual Thirteen Moon midpoint, Resonant Moon
15, the Crown goes to the Root and the Root goes to the Crown. The annual oracle begins
in the Crown and is called the Orbit oracle; and the Day Out of Time, the Ring oracle begins
at the root. So at the end of the year the Ring is in the crown and the Orbit at the root. The
Constituting Rulers of the annual Oracle are the crown of crown noosphere, which is the guide
of the Day out of Time Oracle, and the root of root Earth core, which is the occult power of
the Orbit oracle. The Heart Oracle is the oracle of one of the Seven Generations It remains
constant through both halves of the Ring.

13 Moon Bolontiku
The Bolon Tiku are the Lords of Time. Of the nine, seven “sacrificed” themselves
to Velatropa 24.3 by laying their codes of life within the etheric circuit of Earth’s
orbital ring, only that she might be redeemed at the end of the cycle when the
error in time would have run its course. Now, by participating and identifying
with their prophetic awakening, you are purifying your soul, extending it into
the core and noosphere of Earth and preparing for the Second Creation - the
fulfillment of the 2012 prophecy.
As a superior fifth dimensional being - your planetary higher self - a Bolon
Tiku, like you possesses thirteen major articulations - two ankles, two knees,
two hips, two wrists, two elbows, two shoulders and a neck. But these are
Bolon Tiku. Their bodies are measured by time. The length of their bodies is
13 baktuns or 5,125 solar rings in length! So each articulation is one baktun
in length, or 144,000 days.
Since we are dealing with the perfect harmonic standard of Thirteen Moons28 days, that means one baktun of 144,000 days can be compressed into
one moon of 28 days! Moon by moon, joint by joint a Lord of the ring comes
alive. Moon by moon, baktun by baktun, history becomes conscious. By
making all of history conscious we gain power over it. We let it be absorbed 13 M OON B OLONTIKU
into the etheric body of a Lord of the Ring. That means each Ring of time when a Lord of the
Ring is fully awakened, history and all of its fabrications have become absorbed and transmuted
within the body of a Lord of the Ring.
By identifying with the 13 baktun-moon joints and 9 oracle chakras of the Lord of the
Ring as it awakens to the call, we enlarge our soul and expand our perceptions. One Ring,
Thirteen baktun moons, one Lord of the Ring awakened, empowering us to move into the
next Ring of Middle Time. Seven times do we have the opportunity to completely transfigure
and transcend history, while extending our soul consciousness into the Earth and its
planetary mind, the noosphere.
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Backpack stops and looks up once again from the magical book. “You know, Soul, this really could
change the world. I mean, if everybody who is serious about evolving - and how else are we going to
get out of this mess? - if everybody who is serious could read about this and practice this, wouldn’t it
change the world?”
“There is no question about that, Backpack. Like I keep saying, to evolve you’ve got to develop
new sense organs. The point of this nine chakra business, remember, is to develop that new sense
organ, the holomind perceiver.”
“Oh, yes, Soul. The holomind perceiver in the corpus callosum - that’s something! Let me see if I’ve
got this straight. During these thirteen baktuns we’ve lost touch with or broken our divine contract,
and are no longer in communication with our higher fifth dimensional selves, right, Soul?”
“That’s correct , Backpack. But keep going. Let me hear what you have to say.”
“Well, it seems that because we lost that divine contact, and got ourselves into the false world of
12:60 time, we got into this final gridlock at the end of history. No way out, it would seem, except
by some kind of divine intervention. And that’s what prophecy is, this prophecy of the Mystery of
the Stone. Anyway the Maya, at least Pacal Votan and some of those around him, foresaw all of
this. And by some act of great compassion, the nine Lords of Time were able to be summoned by
Pacal, who commanded them to lie down and go dormant in the Solar ring, Earth’s orbit around the
sun. Wow! - is that correct soul?”
“You’re on the right track, Backpack. I suppose all that was determined and sealed by that long
count date 9.13.0.0.0. You notice that the Bolon Tiku Lords of the Ring have 9 chakras and 13
joints. Goes along with that date, huh?”
“Oh yeah, that’s right Soul. This is really mind-blowing stuff. So now here we have the formula for
doing it, I mean waking up the Bolon Tiku, reestablishing contact with our fifth dimensional higher
self, and enlarging you, Soul, by getting those two new chakras. It looks like we’ll have our soul
bodies extended into the Earth and into the noosphere. And, I guess, also waking up that new sense
organ the holomind perceiver. What did you tell me about that, Soul?”
“I said that the holomind perceiver is the noospheric sense organ. It’s also the telepathic sense
organ. It perceives the whole planetary mind - that’s why it’s called the holomind perceiver. Once
that organ is aroused and engaged, and the soul bodies are in the Earth and around the planet, the
world will never be the same again. That’s why they talk about New Heaven and New Earth. it’s all
a matter of clarified and expanded perception, first of all.”
“If that’s the case, it looks like a lot of prophecy will come true. But tell me, Soul, why is it
called Mystery of the Stone?”
“Good question, Backpack. Like I said here in Middle Time the imaginal world of allegory and
metaphor are true. What is the stone, then? It could be many things according to who or where you
are. I think its meaning will be revealed as we make our way through Middle Time.”
“Fair enough, Soul. But since we are in Middle Time already, and we’ve already entered the first
Ring, maybe we should get cracking and find the recipe so we can do everything we said this is!”
Backpack and Soul return to the Big Book, and continue their reading.
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Recipe for Awakening the Lords of the Ring: Part II, The Technique
Nine Chakra Oracle Practice.**
Step One Determining the Daily Oracle. Remember: The Daily
Fifth Force Oracle is what unlocks the Synchronic order for
you. Study the Graphic, Constructing the Daily Fifth Force
Oracle (above).
In any Oracle every day there are five different solar seals,
seven times a week. Incidentally, in Middle time a week is
known as a heptad. For every heptad, 35 options present
themselves.
Step Two: Match the Daily Oracle with the Annual Ring Oracle
Tablet. Once you have determined the daily Oracle, take the
Annual Ring Oracle Tablet (see below) and see if any of the
daily seals correspond to any of the nine chakra positions.
These are the nine positions of the vertical axes of the Annual
Oracle tablet.

Heptad Oracle Blank
Antipode
Wings
Challenge

Wings
Crown
Oracle

Wings
Heart
Oracle

Wings
Root
Oracle

Analog
Wings
Support

Chakras
9

Crown of Crown
Noosphere

8

Heart of Crown
Sahasrara
Thousand Petaled Lotus

7

Root of Crown
Third Eye - Ajna
Wisdom Center

6

Crown of Heart
Vissudha
Throat

5

Heart of Heart
Anahata
Heart

4

Root of Heart
Manipura
Solar Plexus

3

Crown of Root
Svadhistana
Secret Center

2

Heart of Root
Muladhara
Root Center

1

Root of Root
Earth Core

Chakra Number
Sequence

Step Three: Filling in the Heptad Oracle Blank. Take the Heptad Oracle Blank and after you
have matched the daily fifth force oracle with the Annual Oracle Tablet to see if any of the
seals match the vertical nine chakra axis, then find the corresponding positions on the Oracle
Blank and fill them in. All you need is to correctly fit and line up nine solar seals every week
on the Heptad Oracle Blank with the central axis of the Annual Nine Chakra Oracle Tablet.
The annual oracles each have a name. This year’s is Oracle of the Throne.
If you fill in all nine chakra positions of the Heptad blank before the week is over, then do the
same for the chakra wings, seeing if you can fill all six of the analog and antipode positions.
One seal of the daily oracle can match multiple positions of the annual oracle, if that is the
case. Always remember to identify within yourself the locations of the chakras and chakra
wings. This is all about your spiritual growth.
Weekly Scoring: Less than 9 = work on the chakra(s) not filled in; 9 = at least your chakras are
lined up; 10 = manifest your power; 11 = liberate your power; 12 = cooperate your power with
others; 13 = now your power is cosmic; 14 = now your power is transcendent; 15 = you must
be perfect! (9 chakras + 6 wings = 15)
**Note: You can make copies of the Heptad Oracle Blank on the next page to use each week
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Heptad Oracle Blank
Antipode
Wings
Challenge

Wings
Crown
Oracle

Wings
Heart
Oracle

Wings
Root
Oracle

Analog
Wings
Support

Chakras
9

Crown of Crown
Noosphere

8

Heart of Crown
Sahasrara
Thousand Petaled Lotus

7

Root of Crown
Third Eye - Ajna
Wisdom Center

6

Crown of Heart
Vissudha
Throat

5

Heart of Heart
Anahata
Heart

4

Root of Heart
Manipura
Solar Plexus

3

Crown of Root
Svadhistana
Secret Center

2

Heart of Root
Muladhara
Root Center

1

Root of Root
Earth Core

Chakra Number
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The Annual Ring Codes
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This tablet is the key to your success in traveling through Middle Time, and waking up this year’s
Lord of the Ring, the First Bolon Tiku - “Single Luminous White ‘A’, Guardian of the Original
144,000.” The Annual Ring Code Oracle Tablet actually describes the internal operating
circuit of a Bolontiku Lord of the Ring.
In the Annual Ring Oracle Tablet the planet names are given as well as the tone and seal. This
is to orient you to the importance of the planets in the Mystery of the Stone. Not only does
a Lord of the Ring have a body 13 Baktuns in length, but a mental field that encompasses
the solar system of V.24, and its entire set of ten planetary orbital rings. Remember, the
noosphere of Earth, V.24.3 is only the crown of crown chakra of a Lord of the Ring.
When you match a daily seal with a chakra, note to which planet the chakra corresponds.
Learn how to be the interplanetary mind of a Lord of the Ring! Since the Bolon Tiku is so
evolved - a fifth dimensional entity - its internal operating circuit is vastly simplified, the
better for comprehensive, omnidirectional intelligence. Remember as a Bolon Tiku wakes up,
so do you. As a Bolon Tiku has evolved, so shall you.
In the Interplanetary Mental Range of the Bolon Tiku, the principle planets are Earth and Uranus,
the 3rd and 8th orbits respectively. In the Tablets Earth is denoted by a circle with a cross, and
Uranus by a square with a cross. These are the two planets you must secure while in Middle Time.
Connecting the planets’ magnetic poles are a set of “flux tubes,” etheric electronic force fields
meant to pulse with the binary sun spot cycle. By opening up these tubes - time tunnels, no less
- you are helping the sun gain a new level of expressive balance by the completion of the cycle,
2012.
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The Mid-Ring Shift
By the time you have practiced the Oracle for six and one half moons, you hit the oracle trip
switch, and the morning of Resonant 15, your crown has become your root and your root
has become your crown - the three Root chakras have traded places with the three Crown
chakras. But your Heart remains constant. You have changed. Now it is your True Self running
the show. The Ring oracle which codes the Day Out of Time takes the crown of crown. The last
shall be first, the lowest shall be raised to the highest. That which crowned the affair of the
Ring when the orbit was initiated now becomes the root. The high mountains are made level.
The water drains back into the Earth. The Bolon Tiku, Lord of the Ring becomes equalized in
itself. Heaven descends to Earth, Earth ascends to Heaven. The Crystal core of Earth is the
crown upon the noosphere by which the Bolontiku-Lord of the Ring becomes a living fifth force
guardian of V.24.3. Seven Lords of the Ring, Seven Fifth Force Guardians of the Earth. Awaken
one Lord of the Ring, awaken its circuit within yourself. Time cycles your soul, as your mind is
cycled by the Lords of the Ring.
The Codons and UR Runes
(See: 20 Tablets of the Law of Time, the whole program for the New Genesis)
On the left hand side of the Annual Ring Oracle tablet, on either side of the crown of crown
chakra (noosphere) of the Bolon Tiku are two codons of the second creation. The second half
Ring codons appear on either side of the root of root Earth core chakra. Each Codon governs
one 13 week quarter in sequence, starting with the Codon in the upper left.
On either side of the third eye (root of crown oracle) are the two UR Runes that govern the
two codons directly above. On either side of the svadhistana secret center, (root chakra
guide), are the two UR Runes governing the other two Codons.

13 Moon Bolontiku Practice
Remember: A Bolontiku - Lord of the Ring - has a fifth dimensional body equivalent in length
to a Ring cycle of 13 baktuns, each baktun 144,000 kin(days). The 13 baktun cycle contains
the time fractal called history - BC 3113- AD 2012. In 13 baktuns the human took civilization
from the baked tablets of UR to the Internet jumble, the Tower of Babel’s last construction.
13 baktuns in length, the Bolon Tiku’s body encompasses history as a single Solar Ring now
complete. By waking up the Bolon Tiku, one baktun per Moon, you are helping to erase the
karmic ledger of Babylon as history dissolves into the Lord of the Ring’s internal circuits of light.
Each baktun is indicated by a joint, a major bodily articulation. Beginning with the right
side from the ankle to the shoulder - six joints complete. Then comes the 7th the Baktun of
the Mind Teachings, the moment of the midpoint shift in the neck. Then down the left side
from the shoulder down to the ankle - a Bolon Tiku complete, the pattern of your body no
different. Here is the code with the thirteen tones, thirteen joints and the thirteen baktuns:
			
			
			
			
			
			

Right
Right
Right
Right
Right
Right

Magnetic Ankle - Baktun of the Star Planting 144,000 days
Lunar Knee - Baktun of the Pyramid 288,000 days
Electric Hip - Baktun of the Wheel 432,000 days
Self-existing Wrist - Baktun of the Western Mountain 576,000 days
Overtone Elbow - Baktun of the House of Shang 720,000 days
Rhythmic Shoulder - Baktun of the Imperial Seal 864,000 days

		
Resonant Neck and Spine - Baktun of the Mind Teachings
				
- mid point 936,00 days - completion, 1,008,000 days
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Left Galactic Shoulder -Baktun of the Anointed one 1,152,000 days
Left Solar Elbow - Baktun of the Lords of the Red and Black, 1,296,000 days
Left Planetary Wrist - Baktun of the Maya, 1,440,000 days
Left Spectral Hip - Baktun of the Holy Wars 1 584,000 days
Left Crystal Knee - Baktun of the Hidden Seed, 1,728,000 days
Right Cosmic Ankle -Baktun of the Transformation of Matter 1,872,000 days

Index of 13 Moons - 13 baktuns
The 13 Moon-13 Baktun correspondences complement the Telektonon play where the first 13
days of every Moon represent one baktun each. In the Mystery of the Stone, during each Moon
the corresponding baktun number matching the day number, 1-13, is the special historical
redemption target day, i.e., seventh moon, day 7, 12th moon, day 12, etc. Here is the index
again, with the moon names and baktun names and year dates:
			
			
			
			
			
			
			
			
			
			
			
			
			

1. Magnetic Bat Moon of Purpose- Baktun of the Star Planting, BC 3113-2718
2 Lunar Scorpion Moon of Challenge - Baktun of the Pyramid. BC 2718-2324
3. Electric Deer Moon of Service -Baktun of the Wheel - BC 2324-1930
4. Self-existing Owl Moon of Form - Baktun of the Western Mountain, BC 1930-1536
5. Overtone Peacock Moon of Radiance - Baktun of the House of Shang, BC 1536-1141
6. Rhythmic Lizard Moon of Equality - Baktun of the Imperial Seal. BC 1141-747
7. Resonant Monkey Moon of Attunement - Baktun of the Mind Teachings, BC 747-353
8. Galactic Hawk Moon of Integrity - Baktun of the Anointed One - BC 353 - AD 41
9. Solar Jaguar Moon of Intention - Baktun of the Lords of Red & Black, AD 41-435
10. Planetary Dog Moon of Manifestation - Baktun of the Maya, AD 435 - 830
11. Spectral Serpent Moon of Liberation - Baktun of the Holy Wars, AD 830-1224
12. Crystal Rabbit Moon of Cooperation - Baktun of the Hidden Seed, BC 1224-1618
13. Cosmic Turtle Moon of Presence - Baktun of Transformation of Matter, AD 1618-2012

As the seven karmic layers of the Ring of History are dissolved Ring per Ring into the fifth
dimensional light circuits, fully aroused, the Earth has returned to it the seven primal
guardians of the Dawn, the Lords of the Rings of Middle Time. For you it is the arousing
of the soul to remove its coverings, sheathe by sheathe, the first stage of purification and
preparation for the Second Creation. Seven Rings in all and the circuits of history will be
gone. Seven layers of the soul unsheathed, the circuits of your higher fifth dimensional self
lit up in yourself, you will be free. Rid will Earth be of the artificial 12:60 nervous system.
Free will she be for the Second Coming of cosmic creation - the descent of Heaven on Earth,
the journey into Inner Time. But to attain the highest you must identify completely with the
process of Bolon Tiku awakening.

What you need to follow along to do the Daily Practice:
All you need is a Thirteen Moon Calendar (and, optional but highly helpful, Dreamspell,
Telektonon, and 20 Tablets of the Law of Time). Download the instructions and graphics
presented in this Beginner’s Mystery of the Stone. Make a set of 52 Heptad Nine Chakra Oracle
Blanks. There is much more to the Mystery of the Stone, including the Intrepid Time Travelers
Map and Guide to Inner Time. All of that will soon be made available as a Complete Mystery of
the Stone Study and Practice Kit.
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“That’s enough!” Backpack exclaims. I’m ready to start. This is the greatest thing that ever happened to the
soul ...”
“ ...in all of history, right, Backpack?”
“Of course you knew what I was going to say, didn’t you Soul?”
“We’re in this together, Backpack, my enlargement and your expanded perceptions go hand in
hand. But here. There’s a couple of other maps that you might find ... handy,” Soul chuckles,
pulling out two extra sheets from the back of the Big Book. ‘here, take these, they’ll be helpful to
you, a couple more maps of time.”
“There’s no turning back now, is there Soul?”
“This is it, Backpack. The time of my life, the time I’ve been waiting for. Let’s go!!”

The Extra Maps: I. Excalibur - The Nine Weavings of the Bolon Tiku
Nine weavings to supplement the Telektonon Cube Journey days 14-22, Cube Stations 8-16. For the
Seven years of Prophecy there were nine weavings of Bolon Ik. Now nine more weavings have been
produced to honor the return of the Bolon Tiku and their triumphant code, Excalibur.

II. the Eight Years of the Harmonic Conversion
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Appendix: EXCALIBUR! Realm of the Bolontiku
The Nine Weavings of Bolon Ik - White Solar Wind, Spirit Breath of Kinich Ahau

Second Ray
Love-Wisdom

Plane
of Will

Day 21, Cube 15

Day 20, Cube 14

First Weaving - Star
Single Luminous White “A”
Basic Space of phenomena
Realm of the First Lord of Time,
Guardian of the Original 144,000
Dali - Victory Targets Mystery
of the Stone
12 Storm year 2004-05
Aboriginal Continuity
Complete as Divine Plan

Eighth Weaving - Eagle
Awesome Blowing Six
Turquoise Winds
Soul Enlightenment
Realm of Eighth Lord of Time
Guardian of New Jerusalem Rising
Triumph of UR Spirituality
6 Wizard Year 2011-2012
Red Queen leads crossing
on Bridge of Time

Seventh Weaving - Wizard
Single Wing Red Fire
Power of the Starborn to Remember
Realm of Seventh Lord of Time
Guardian of the Perfection of
the Mystery of the Stone
Silio Discharges Mystery to
the Center of the Earth
5 Moon Year 2010-11
Time of Earth Magic

Day 15 - Cube 9

Day 22, Cube 16

Day 19, Cube 13

Sixth Weaving - Skywalker
Awesome Vast Blue Sky
Enlightenment of the Mystic
Altar of the Distant Seers
Realm of Sixth Lord of Time
Gathering of the Distant Seers
Limi - Victory Purifies Mystery
of the Stone
4 Seed Year 2009-10
Telepathy Expands Time

Day 16 - Cube 10

Day 17, Cube 11

Day 18, Cube 12

Third Weaving - Dog
Renowned Conch Topknot
Sounding Call of Enlightenment
Realm of Third Lord of Time
Second Power of Nine (18)
Gamma - Victory Pacifies
Mystery of the Stone
1 Moon Year 2006-07
Dragon Genesis Complete
as Meditation Endlessness

Fourth Weaving - Monkey
Black Iron Garuda Crest
Invincible Determination
Realm of Fourth Lord of Time
Third Power of Nine (27)
Kali - Victory Establishes
Mystery of the Stone
2 Wizard Year 2007-08
Monkey Genesis Begun
as Wizard's Lunar Magic

Fifth Weaving - Human
Supreme Golden Maiden
Feminine Power Returns
Realm of Fifth Lord of Time
Fourth Power of Nine (36)
Alpha - Victory Releases
Mystery of the Stone
3 Storm Year 2008-09
Round Table of Second Creation
Establishes New Camelot on Earth

Fourth Ray, Harmony

Fifth Ray, Science

Catalytic Passage

Plane
of Will

EXCALIBUR! - Mystery of the Stone - Seven Rings of Middle Time - Cube of the Law incorporating the Terma and Prophecy of the Red Queen, Redemption of the Telektonon
Seven Years of Prophecy, Fulfillment of the 2012 Prophecy, Return of the People of OMA.
Follow the Mystic Letters and you will find your way home - Excalibur! The weavings are
a template of collective enlightenment based on the polishing of the individual soul.
Commentary on the 144,000.
The 144,000 are evoked in the first and ninth of the Nine Weavings of the Bolontiku.
This makes the 144,000 thrice evoked, for the first time occurs in the Telektonon Prophecy
when you enter the Cube of the Law on day 7, Cube 1, Zone of the Dragon of every Moon. So
positions, 1, 8 (first weaving) and 16 (ninth weaving). This means that after enduring the final
cycle of baktuns your acceptance at being one of the 144,000 in Cube 7 is now redeemed.
You are safe in the realm of the First Bolon Tiku, Luminous Single White "A," Zone of the Star.
By the time of the ninth weaving, Cube 16, Zone of the Warrior, you will be one of the
"144,000 Cubed within," signifying the Universal Enlightenment of the Earth, the Noosphere
made Conscious.
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Telepathic Realm

Sensory Realm

Ninth Weaving - Warrior
Second Weaving - Moon
Red Lightning Child Great Emptiness Primordial Knowing Body Lha Shambhala on Earth Arousing Enlightened Mind
Cycle Closes as Rainbow of
Realm of Second Lord of Time
Universal Wisdom
First power of Nine (9)
Realm of Ninth Lord of Time
Seli - Victory Flows Mystery
Guardian of the 144,000 Cubed within
of the Stone
7 Storm Year, 2012-2013
13 Seed Year 2005-06
New Heaven New Earth
Return of People of OMA
Cosmic Awareness Begun
CA Manitou - Noosphere
Tree of Knowledge Flowers

Sixth Ray
Devotion

Way of
Wielding
Power

Third Ray
Intelligence Mind of God

Way of
Conduct

Day 14 - Cube 8

Seventh Ray
Ceremonial Magic

Plane
of Spirit

First Ray
Will of God

Tel Ek Ton On

11 Wizard 2003-2004
Last Year Harrowing of Hell

Gather
Resources

Great Calendar
Change of 2004

Dreamspell

Seven Seers

Padmasambhava

Single
Luminous
White "A"

Cube 8
Star

3 Storm

Blue Castle Court of Magic

Black Iron
Garuda Crest

Cube 11
Monkey

Supreme
Golden
Maiden

Cube 12
Human

Awesome Vast
Blue Sky

Cube 13
Skywalker

Single Wing
Red Fire

Cube 14
Wizard

Seed Storm Year Bundle

Plane of Wisdom Tel-Ek-Ton-On

Awesome
Blowing
Six Turquoise
Winds

Cube 15
Eagle

Primordial
Knowing
Body Lha

Cube 16
Warrior

Welcome to Middle Time, the Interval between the Old Time (12:60) and full entry into the New Time (13:20)
The Change has been Established, the motion forward of Thirteen Moons/28 Days is worldwide.

Realm of the Bolontiku - Nine Lords of Time and Destiny

Red
Lightning
Child Great
Renowned
Emptiness Conch Topknot

Cube 10
Dog

2011-2012
New
Jerusalem

Shambhala

7 Storm
2012-2013

6 Wizard

Time of Creative Earth Regeneration - Decentralized Garden
Economy - Alternative Energy - Biospheric and Noospheric
Planetary Congresses - End of Internet - Rise of Telepathy

CA - Cosmic Awareness - Eight Years Way of Wielding Power

Plane of Will Seed Storm Year Bundle

5 Moon
2010-2011

Yellow Castle Court of Giving

Return of Camelot

Monkey Genesis

Realm of the Seven Lords of the Ring
Willed exploration of the Imaginal Realm of Middle Time
Heptagonon of Mind of Earth
Dragon Genesis

4 Seed
2009-2010

Three Rings - Telepathic Realm

2008-2009

Time of Creative Deconstruction of 12:60 - New Time Party
Beginning of 13:20 communities, Bioregional Congresses
Begin deindustrialization - Establishment of garden economy

Cube 9
Moon

Telepathic Field Test

Cube 7
Hand

Complete Way of Conduct

One Ring
Catalytic Realm

2007-2008

2 Wizard

Mystery of the Stone

1 Moon
2006-2007

13 Seed
2005-2006

Three Rings - Sensory Realm

2004-2005

12 Storm

Venus Transit

AC-CA Plate Shift

AC - Aboriginal Continuity

White Castle
Court of Death

2 Rings of Inner Time

2012
End of the Cycle

Eight years of the Harmonic Conversion

13.0.0.0.0

Seven Years of the Mystery of the Stone - Seven Rings of Middle Time - Perfection of the Soul
Cycle of the Seven Volumes of the Cosmic History Chronicles - Reformulation of the Human Mind

Plane of Spirit
Seed Storm Year Bundle

Venus Transit

Venus Transit: Crystal 10, 3 Monkey Kin 211, 11 Wizard Year, 2004 - Crystal 8, 9 Moon Kin 9, 6 Wizard Year, 2012.
From the fires of 12:60 Hell through the Seven Rings of Middle Time, to the 13:20 Resurrection in Inner Time.
The Victory of Universal Conversion to the 13 Moon/28-day Harmonic Standard, On the Road to 2012, Including
the Seven Years of the Mystery of the Stone, Perfection of the Human Soul, Dawn of The Second Creation.
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Synchronic Code Readout: Blue Crystal Storm, Kin 259
Welcome to Middle Time and the Eight Years of the Harmonic Conversion
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»

Blue Crystal Storm Year, 2004-05
Year Eight, Sixteen Year Cube of the Law, Week 365
Second Seed-Storm Year Bundle, Year 4, Week 157, Moon 40
Mystery of the Stone, Year One, Week One
First Year Heptagonon of Mind of Earth, Oracle of the Throne - Dali Seals the Throne
Cube Eight Star-Elegance, Fifth Year Second Creation, Restoration of the Garden, Overtone Creation
Sequence
Realm of the First Lord of Time, Lord of the Ring Single Luminous White “A”, Guardian of
the Original 144,000 – Time of Rule: 3113 - 2382 BC
20 Tablets: Annual Chronograph Tablet 8, Chronograph: Dragon Genesis,
Human Wavespell Eight, White Northern Castle Court of Death.
Chronograph Moon Kin 92: Yellow Magnetic Human -14,887 - 14,787
Baktun-Moon Correlation - Moon of the Baktun of the Star planting, – 3113-2718 BC
Right Magnetic Ankle of the First Lord of the Ring, 144,000 days
Magnetic Bat Moon of Purpose, Dali 1 My Father is intrinsic Awareness, I feel the heat.
Plane of Spirit - Unconscious Internalizing Telepathic Circuit
Kin 259: Blue Crystal Storm, Star Wavespell
Vinal, 0 Pop, “The One who Knows”
Psi Chrono Unit: Kin 1: Red Magnetic Dragon
SBTS. 1.1
Telektonon Prophecy: Day 1 Baktun 1, Star Planting - Foundation, Tower of Spirit
Quarterly Rune Codon 8: Unity of the People, Tree of Time Turns Heaven, Stage 1
Weekly Codon Cube, Unity of the People , Tree of Time Turns Heaven, Stage 1
First line, Yin, bottom of Cube
Blue Overtone Chromatic 1: Storm - Night, Crystal Self-Generation - Electric Abundance
Chromatic
Red Week One: Claim Power of Prophecy - Red Knowledge Initiates View
Harmonic 65, Cosmic Matrix, Self-regulate Universal Fire of Presence
Biphasic Codon, 2 Primal Matrix. “Tree defines space”
7:7::7:7 First Week, Red Analog Time Atom, Dali targets
Red Analog Time Atom
Futhark Rune 1, Fehu is Flaming Abundance sent from North to South
Leaf of the Throne, “Fehu is the Flaming Abundance that initiates the Throne”
Fehu/Dali Cube Top, Crown (Sahasrara) Chakra, PNM 1, Afroeurasian Plate 1
Blue Magnet sent from North to South from/to Yellow Crown

» Dynamics of Time, 19:12: “The self-reflective self-regulation of evolved bodies of time
operating by the Law of Time assures that all coming evolution is of a divinely spiritual
nature where regression to living out of phase with the divine plan is no longer possible.”

This newsletter is presented as a service to all planetary kin by
Dr. Arcturus, Planetary Healing Doctor (Ph.D.)
also known as Valum Votan, Closer of the Cycle,
Klatu Barada Nikto! The Galactic Federation Comes in Peace!
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